
Mamacita (Ayaya)

Super Junior

Why are you shutting your mouth right now?
Did you decide to just go with the flow?
Just say shh! Then everything will calm down
Everyone keeps nagging

Were you expecting us to be Superman?
This world is good enough to play in, right?
If you do as you always did, go as you always went
There's no way you'll stick out and be hit by a hammer

We've strongly protected ourselves, yes!
Donghae also says that, yes!
We have this specialness, ooh!
Exactly what kinds of things happened?

Hey! MAMACITA! I am a-yayayaya
The cruelly broken dreams are a-yayayaya
Something has broken and left

Even the tears have dried
Those who wear the armor feel its weight
You can't do that!

Whoever started it first or not
I just want to stop and end this
Words that provoke each other
It's like a war without purpose

They just see the benefits right in front of them
They try to hide their sharpened teeth
Forgetting the really important things
But asking again, so dumb

Can't you hear even when I'm yelling? Yes!

Did you make a promise you can't keep? Yes!
Did you get a good solution? Ooh!
What exactly is going on?

Hey! MAMACITA! I am a-yayayaya
The cruelly broken dreams are a-yayayaya
Something has broken and left
Even the tears have dried
Those who wear the armor feel its weight
You can't do that!

Turn around and go another way
I'll comfort you, who is hurt
Going down so it fits that spot
You ain't got no chance
Don't lose this chance
Because once it's gone, you'll never have it again

(It's) Funny, I don't think so! Don't preach to me
I'm the top of the top, you're the bottom of the bottom
Do you think you're the only one
Who lost this power game?
Just close your lips Shut your tongue



I can't just dream a different dream by myself
I need you right now
I need you, I need you

With a lot of affection, a lot of laughter
When I'm with the people I love
Sometimes, I look back and I think to myself
You did such a good job
I am here, we are here
There is a future to be excited for
Until always
We will gain strength once again

Hey! MAMACITA! I am a-yayayaya
The cruelly broken dreams are a-yayayaya
Something has broken and left
Even the tears have dried
Those who wear the armor feel its weight
You can't do that!

Turn around and go another way
I'll comfort you, who is hurt
Going down so it fits that spot
You ain't got no chance
Don't lose this chance
Because once it's gone, you'll never have it again

Hey! MAMACITA! I am a-yayayaya
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